Coyote.
Engineered for a changing environment.
Across North America the Coyote has thrived, from the frigid north to the
scorching deserts. She is renowned for her unstoppable ability to adapt to
change. Even as we take over her habitats with our sprawling cities, the
Coyote relentlessly adapts to survive and grow in number.
Like their namesake, Coyote Spas® are designed for a changing environment:
• Lower costs for tighter household budgets
• Larger seating areas for growing families
• Time saving water treatment technology for hectic schedules
• Customizable exterior designs to suit any landscape or personal style
There is a Coyote spa to suit any environment...

The Bandit.
Small footprint. Big Value.
The Bandit makes getting into hot water truly affordable without
compromising quality. Unlike other small portable designs made of vinyl or
cheap plastic, the Bandit is a premium acrylic spa with many of the same
features found in more expensive brands. Its light weight and 110V option*
make it extremely portable. Reposition it in the yard or take it to the cottage
for the summer!
• 2-4 person capacity (80.5” x 69.5” x 31.5”, 204cm x 176cm x 80cm)
• 110V option*
• 12 powerful water jets
• Underwater LED light
• Comfortable multilevel seating
• Maintenance-free cabinet
* This option may not be available in all regions due to varying electrical regulations.

The Outlaw.
The Outlaw makes getting into hot water truly enjoyable!
The Outlaw delivers modern therapy and efficiency in a traditional round
design, comfortably transporting a group of 6 to a world of relaxation
and fun. With multilevel spacious seating for the very tall, very small and
everyone in between, the Outlaw is perfect for families of all sizes.
Its 110V option* enables the Outlaw to be plugged into any outlet to
provide easy, economical installation.
• 5-7 person capacity (86.5 ” round x 39” deep, 219cm round x 100cm deep)
• 110V option*
• Multilevel open seating with a shallow child seat
• 18 powerful jets
• 1 x 56 frame Whitewater pump
• Underwater LED light
• Safety handrail
• Adjustable waterfall feature
• Ipod holder for sound system option
* This option may not be available in all regions due to varying electrical regulations.

Drifter.
A big step up in comfort for a small step up in budget.
The Drifter is a fantastic family spa that features his and hers bucket seats,
individual seating for 6 in an open plan, plus a child seat that doubles as an
entry step. The rectangular shape also makes it easier to position in areas
where space is limited.
• 6-7 person capacity (78” x 90” x 37”, 198cm x 228cm x 93cm)
• 24 powerful adjustable water jets
• 14 standard air jets
• 1 x 56 frame Whitewater pump
• Dedicated seating for 6 plus a shallow child seat
• 2 therapy seats with cushioned headrests
• Underwater LED light
• Safety handrail
• Adjustable waterfall feature
• Ipod holder for sound system option

Renegade.
The Renegade perfectly balances luxury with comfort.
The Renegade features spacious room for 7, dual pump massage power, a
therapeutic swivel seat and a large internal entry step. If that weren’t enough,
the Comfort Command™ seat surrounds and massages you from every
direction. The Renegade immerses you into the world of extreme spa luxury.
• 7-8 person capacity (90” x 102” x 37”, 229cm x 259cm x 93cm)
• 32 powerful adjustable water jets
• 14 standard air jets
• 2 x 56 frame Whitewater pumps
• One total body massage seat with powerful Monsoon foot jet
• Dedicated seating for 7 plus a shallow child seat
• Underwater LED light
• Safety handrail
• Adjustable waterfall feature
• Ipod holder for sound system option
• 4 cushioned headrests

The Chieftain.
The Chieftain is here.
It’s big. It’s powerful. It’s got TWO Comfort Command™ seats and room
for…7, yes, 7 more.
The Chieftain is extreme everything.
• 7-9 person capacity! (90” x 114” x 37”, 229cm x 290cm x 93cm)
• 45 powerful water jets
• 14 standard air jets
• His and Her total body massage seats with powerful Monsoon foot jet
• 2 underwater LED lights
• Dedicated entry step with safety handrail
• Adjustable waterfall feature
• Dedicated seating for 10 plus shallow kids seat/step
• Ipod holder for sound system option
• 4 cushioned headrests
• 2 x 56 frame Whitewater pumps
• Diverter controls for maximum water jet pressure
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Ipod Holder
A convenient self-draining recess designed for the popular waterproof Ipod case.

Standard Features.
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Safety Handrail/Waterfall
All Coyote Spas® feature a safety handrail that is esthetically designed to also double as a
calming waterfall feature.
DuraBlock Cabinet Frame
Common sense tells us that a one-piece frame is stronger. Physical science confirms it. The
DuraBlock frame is made from high-density composite materials in one solid piece. With no
screws or joints, it is made to withstand the test of time better than the rest.
Heatlock® Insulation System
Insulating foam is applied to the interior walls and floor, creating a dead air space similar
to that found in most houses in North America. The spa equipment is positioned in this air
space where it is kept at a constant temperature and any heat that is generated is recycled
to keep the spa water warm. Less heat and electricity is wasted, saving you money.
Whitewater Pumps
Even the smallest Coyote Spas® use the powerful Whitewater 56-frame externally
air-cooled pumps. Reliability, power and efficiency are the defining characteristics of
Whitewater Pumps.
Filtration
Coyote Spas®’ telescopic floating weir filter system is simple and effective. The weir
adjusts to the water level to skim the surface (where most contaminants accumulate)
to ensure crystal clear water. Our state-of-the-art disposable depth filter collects more
debris and requires no cleaning.
Total Access
Would you buy a car that has its hood welded shut? Of course not, so why would you
buy a spa that does not have access to all plumbing and equipment? Coyote Spas® have
total access through removable panels on all sides, not just one. Also, due to its superior
Heatlock® Insulation System, there is no foam to block access to components that may
some day need repair.

Massage Jets
Each and every water jet in a Coyote spa is high flow and adjustable. All jets have been
strategically positioned to target major muscle groups and typical regions of physical stress.
The Drifter, Renegade and Chieftain models all come with the Therapy Air massage system;
14 dedicated jets that provide a gentle massage using forced air instead of water. Therapy
Air puts you in charge of your massage intensity.
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LED Lights
Coyote’s LED lights are 60% brighter and good for up to 100,000 hours of use. In addition,
all Coyote Spas® are easily upgradeable to the Peyote Mood Light system.
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Self-Supporting Composite Hull
Every Coyote spa begins with the thickest, heaviest shell in the industry. Our beautiful and
durable acrylic finish is backed with hand-rolled fiberglass composites that allow the hull
to support several tons of water and people without any additional reinforcements. Most
other spas have thin hulls that rely on foam for structural support. Foam or fiberglass, the
best choice is obvious.
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No-Work Cabinet Panels (Standard Cabinet)
Our No-Work Cabinet Panel material has a proven track record of withstanding the
elements with zero maintenance. No sanding or staining required, simply hose them
down if dirty. Most new homes in North America use this same material as exterior siding.
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Rubber 4XFloor™
This tough, sealed, rubber exterior is impervious to moisture, pests and time. Simply
position your Coyote spa on a level, dealer approved surface and relax. The rubber barrier
covers the entire internal cabinet frame, protecting all internal materials and components
from the elements.
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Castcore® Cover
The wrong cover can cost you 1000’s! Only Castcore® covers mould the entire foam core
around a steel reinforcement to the exact shape of every spa: not cuts, no moisture, and no
big bills for power or replacement covers.
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Optional Features.
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Peyote Mood Lighting
Feeling blue? Choose red, and get over it.
Any color, anytime. No more bulbs or lenses to replace and LED technology means you
can expect up to 100,000 hours of faultless function. The underwater lights and the
handrail become multicolor with the Peyote light upgrade.
Lippert™ Ozone Water Treatment
Ozone can dramatically help keep spa water clean and clear, but not all ozone systems are
created equal. The Lippert System creates maximum ozone benefit by utilizing a Corona
Discharge generator for higher output, a unique mixing chamber for more contact time,
and a Balance Barometer for higher ozone concentration. Unlike many ozone systems, all
this action takes place in the plumbing so the ozone does its work on the water, rather
than the people in it.
Choose Lippert to save time and reduce chemical use!
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Chrome Package
Upgrade the look of your spa with beautiful chrome jets and perimeter trim.
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Wetunes™ Music System
Two waterproof retractable speakers surround you in your favorite music. Don’t be
limited by a built-in CD player. Wetunes connects to any source like an MP3 or portable
CD Player. There is even a convenient storage recess on all Coyote models, perfectly
sized for your Ipod.
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Acrylic Colors
Choose from 4 shades of premium cast acrylic, textured to give the sturdy appearance of
stone and the feeling of stability under your feet.

Standard Cabinet

Standard Cabinet

Imagine-It Cabinet™ (optional) *

Imagine having the freedom to design your spa cabinet to your personal taste and style. Imagine
being able to perfectly match your home or décore. Imagine a victory party in a hot tub
emblazoned with your team’s logo and colors. Imagine using your hot tub to advertise your
business, make a statement, promote your favorite cause, support your team, reveal your
personality, or just express your sense of fun.
Untreated Pine

Optional

Optional

Made from Lexan, the key component of airplane windows, bulletproof glass and outdoor
signs, your cabinet is created using digital printing technology. Customization of your cabinet is
fantastically simple, yet truly revolutionary in the spa world. Choose from one of our prepared
designs, or create one of your very own.
• This is a custom order item. Price and lead time may vary. Patent pending.

Optional

Mohagany-Stained
Pine

Cedar

Grey-Stained Pine

There is a Coyote spa to suit any environment.

